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Soviet M-35/40 reproduction tunic.

These tunics were made in Russia and are as close to genuine WW2 uniforms as can be. We offer these in response to many inquiries from reenactors who are

looking for authentic tunics in larger sizes. As you can see, these are all very large. They are constructed of a heavy duty durable olive colored cotton that is an

excellent match for the most frequently encountered fabric used by the Red Army in WW 2. And, as a nice touch, all of the olive drab painted buttons are

magnetic.

Please keep in mind that Red Army field garments were not meant to be close fitting, like tailored service uniforms - so part of the largeness of these tunics is
intended to provide extra space for the wearer across the shoulders and around the chest.

Please note: all of these have very long sleeves. When coupled with their large chest sizes, they may require some home tailoring to shorten them to the length
you prefer - unless, of course, your unit will let you report for events with your sleeves rolled up!

Each tunic is in mint, unissued condition.

All measurements are approximate. We have the following sizes currently in stock:

XLG-3 tunic: measures approximately 54" around the chest directly under the armpits. 21" at across the chest from sleeve seam to sleeve seam at the level of the
2nd button. Length of sleeve from shoulder seam to edge of cuff: 27". Length at back from collar to bottom of skirt about 33". Neck opening at collar: 18"/19".

XLG-5 tunic: measures approximately 56" around the chest directly under the armpits. 21" at across the chest from sleeve seam to sleeve seam at the level of the
2nd button. Length of sleeve from shoulder seam to edge of cuff: 27". Length at back from collar to bottom of skirt about 33". Neck opening at collar: 18"/19".

XLG-6 tunic: measures approximately 58" around the chest directly under the armpits. 21" at across the chest from sleeve seam to sleeve seam at the level of the
2nd button. Length of sleeve from shoulder seam to edge of cuff: 27". Length at back from collar to bottom of skirt about 33". Neck opening at collar: 18"/19".

When you place your order, please be certain to specify the tunic size (i.e. XLG-3, XLG-5, etc.) that you want.

Item# 21653

$130.00
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